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EXPERIENCE 

WW, NYC — Product Design Manager 
MARCH 2018 - PRESENT 

I coach designers through project scoping, design/product strategy, UCD 
processes, and stakeholder management. My main responsibilities are to 
encourage positive feedback loops across teams, define and maintain UX design 
processes, and ensuring the design quality.  

● Design Leadership: Manage a team of 6+ talented product designers to 
ensure a positive feedback culture that grows high-performing teams 
and individual 

● Product Strategy: Align with key partners (e.g., product, branding, 
science, tech) to craft product vision 

● Design Operations: Improve the processes and practices for how we 
achieve our design vision 

● Prioritization: Influence the roadmap by illustrating how we’ll achieve 
business goals while solving member problems 

Springboard, Remote — UX Mentor 
DECEMBER 2015 - PRESENT 

At Springboard, I mentor rising star UXers transitioning from a variety of 
backgrounds. I write for the Springboard blog and consult on projects like their 
curriculum development and the design of their mentor onboarding experience. 

● Mentor: Provide advice and guidance to over 50 new students in the  
UX program 

● Writer: Provide thought leadership through sharing my experience on 
the Springboard blog 

Cooper, SF + NYC — Sr Interaction Designer 
Promotions: Assoc. Interaction Designer > Interaction Designer > Sr. Interaction Designer 

AUGUST 2015  -  MARCH 2018 (2 year 8 months) 

I consulted directly with clients to help pinpoint and solve large problems 
through goal-directed design for companies like AARP, Charles Schwab,  
College Board. 

● Design Lead: Lead projects and crafted design solutions alongside a 
small team of designers 

● Facilitator: Led workshops that aligned teams around a common 
definition of  long-term success and product expectations 

● Educator: Taught CooperU course on Advanced Design Research,  
Service Design, and Creative Ideation 

SUMMARY 

UX Manager with 8+ years of 
UX experience spanning 
multiple contexts, products, 
and industries and a track 
record of supporting the 
individual while growing 
high-performing teams 

EDUCATION 

MS HCI, 2014 
DePaul University 

MBA, 2010 
Southern Illinois  
University, Edwardsville 
2009 - 2010  

BS Business, 2009 
Southern Illinois  
University, Edwardsville 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

Product + Design Strategy 
Design Thinking Process 
Conceptual Design 
Interaction Design 
Design Feedback 
Design Culture 
Team Building 
Prioritization 
UX Research 
Prototyping 

TOOLS 

Pen + Paper 
Mural.ly 
InVision 
Sketch 
Axure 

mailto:kayceeacollins@gmail.com


Climate Corp., SF — Practice Lead, UX Research + Design 
APRIL 2014  -  AUGUST 2015 (1 year 5 months) 

To support the needs of a growing product and tech organization with a lean UX 
design and research team, I established a UX design and research practice within 
an agile product development environment while educating the UX designers and 
product management teams on the best practices of user research and how to 
conduct user interviews to help support the need for user insight. 

● Design Leadership: Led, conducted, and synthesized research creating 
mental model, persons, and journey maps that provided insight into user 
goals and needs that informed our product roadmap 

● Problem Solving: Crafted design solutions for two major product 
releases (i.e., Harvest Advisor and Field Health Advisor)  

● Design Process: Stewarded a cross-discipline team that created and 
implemented a pattern library/design guidelines using an atomic  
design approach 

Manifest., STL — User Experience Manager 
MARCH 2013  -  APRIL 2014 (1 year 2 months) 

I collaborated with creative, content and technology teams to define, create, and 
pitch appropriate solutions for each client challenge. We worked together to 
create navigation flows, sitemaps, and conceptual designs based on a shared 
strategy and vision. 

● Design Leadership and Problem Solving: Led small UX design team in 
solving design problems for clients like Purina, Express Scripts, and 
Wells Fargo Advisors 

● Mentorship: Advised and guided designers who hadn’t worked with user 
research in methods like user interviews, card sorting, and  
usability testing 

Scottrade., STL — Sr. UX Researcher 
Promotions: UX Researcher intern > UX Researcher > Sr. UX Researcher 

MARCH 2010  -  NOVEMBER 2012 (2 years 9 months) 

Knowing that relationship building is a key to successful research, I established 
relationships with key partners in the marketing, product, and engineering 
organizations that allowed me to anticipate research needs and align 
methodologies that would uncovered user and business insight. 

● Project Management: Planned and coordinated UX research projects for 
mobile and web product teams 

● Product Vision: Informed the product strategy and design of multiple 
consumer-facing products (e.g, Scottrader, Flexible Dividend 
Reinvestment Program, Options trading ticket) 

● Good Design Alignment: Established and measured UX benchmarks for 
key products and services 

 


